# Faculty Load
## Day-to-Day Forms and Set Up Needed

**Purpose**  
Use this table as a guide to the Faculty Load day-to-day forms and the set up forms needed for each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day-to-Day Form</th>
<th>Set Up Forms Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Faculty Information (SIAINST)    | • Status Validation (STVFCST)  
• Faculty Category Validation (STVFCTG)  
• Faculty Staff Type Validation (STVFSTP)  
• Workload Rules Code Validation (STVWKLD)  
• Faculty Contract Type Code Validation (STVFCNT)  
• Contract Rules Code Validation (STVCNTR)  
• College Validation (STVCOLL)  
• Department Validation (STVDEPT)  
• Faculty Member Attribute Code Validation (STVFATT) |
| Faculty Assignment (SIAASGN)     | • Term Code Validation (STVTERM)  
• Faculty Non-Instructional Type Validation (STVNIST)  
• College Validation (STVCOLL)  
• Department Validation (STVDEPT) |
| Faculty Degree Information (SIAFDEG) | • Degree Code Validation (STVDEGC)  
• Institutional Honors Code Validation (STVHONR)  
• Major, Minor, Concentration Code Validation (STVMAJR) |
| Faculty Contract Analysis (SIACONA) | • Faculty Contract Type Code (STVFCNT)  
• Contract Rules Validation (STVCNTR)  
• Faculty Workload Contract (SIACFTE)  
• Faculty Contract Rules (SIAFCTR)  
• Faculty Workload Contract Rules (SIAFLRC) |